Teaching Evaluation of Yijiao Liu
Course (10 Courses)
URBAN ECONOMICS
17 Summer (online)
18 Summer (online)
17 Spring
18 Spring
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
17 FALL
DEMOGRPHC ECO OF DEVEL CNTRIES
17 Winter
MATHMATICAL STATISTICS
16 Summer/Fall
INTERMEDIATE
MACROECONOMICS THEORY
16 Spring
INTERMEDIATE
MICROECONOMICS THEORY
15 Summer
*Copies of full evaluations are available upon request
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Professor genuinely cares about her students and more about you getting some real world experience out of the class more so
than simply stressing tests and grades. Very fair. Asked directly for student feedback when it came to group midterm, asked if
she could improve in any way early in the semester.
Urbanization is really a popular topic nowadays and worth talking. Professor Liu offers a lot of discussion period during the
class time, though it’s a big class, most of the students could get involved in the conversation, which I think is creative and
worth keep doing.
I love the structure of the course we learnt r made a presentation and did an exam based on what we learnt. I really learnt
something in this course beside just eco model.
The instructor gave clear encouraging intentions that students need participation, communication and comprehension in the
class. Grading is fair enough. Some discussed topics are very interesting though they could be off the "right" track sometimes.
Yijiao really cares about the students and I love that. She wants you to do well and learn and is very understanding. It feels like
you can share any opinion and that gets you extra credit for discussing in class and asking questions. The group project was
easy too as long as you put in some work. Easy class and enjoyable professor. Sometimes bland but worth it.
This course helped bring economic issues to life. For me, the most powerful part of this course was its explicit focus on how
the material relates to the future lives of us, the students in the classroom, as well as those in the developing countries we
discussed.
Professor Yijiao Liu is a very kind people, she really focuses on ECO 329 topic and give us lots of practice and very fair to give
hw and exam grade. attendance sheet is required and if you participate in this class, you will get a good grade.
Yijiao is the best professor i haven taken!!! PLZ let her can be instructor in next semester!!
I felt the group project was interesting, since it involved a subject I wasn't familiar with, and cooperating in a group with an
economic mindset.
Yijiao is a very sweet and helpful professor. I recommend her as she really works with her students
Professor Liu was absolutely fantastic as a new instructor. Her active encouragement of class participation helped make class
memorable, but sadly the students (as is often the case) were very reluctant to engage. I would say that with improved class
structure and perhaps more homework, students would feel more incentivized to engage. That said, I believe the instructor
did all she could and more.
I've been thinking a lot about how taxes in countries and local governments affect business. After that, I thought about how
that might affect job markets, unemployment, and real estate prices. This course shed an enormous amount of light on the
sorts of things I have been thinking about. Our focus has been on developing countries and problems with rural and urban
poverty. However, the tools we learned to use extend to my interests and many others' interests as well.
New skills in R and LyX. Instructor offered incite and real world examples of the topics we covered.
The class is a very good introduction to the very heavily math based curriculum that we will see going into economics.
She explains the foundations and calculations of microeconomics in a coherent manner in relation to the expansive calculus.

